Dr. Tuncer Ören's Contribution to Conferences/Seminars (in the 2010s)

updated: 2015-12-01 (y-m-d)

Some Statistics (by country, by year and decade)

Return to conferences and seminars in the: 2000s, 1990s, 1980s, 1970s, 1960s and 1950s

2016

2016 April 3–6, Pasedena, CA
ADS’16 - Agent-Directed Simulation Symposium
Part of the 2016 Spring Simulation Multiconference (SpringSim’16)
- Symposium General Co-chair (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz, General Chair)
  (Program Chairs: Dr. Gregory Madey; Dr. Maarten Sierhuis, Dr. Yu Zhang)

2016 July 24–27, Montréal, Québec, Canada
SummerSim’16 – Summer Simulation Multi-Conference
- Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (ADS)
  Track General Co-chair (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz, Chair)

2016 July 29-31, Lisbon, Portugal
SIMULTECH 2016 – 6th International Conference on Simulation and Modeling Methodologies, Technologies and Applications
- Honorary Program Chair of SIMULTECH 2016
- Chair: Doctoral Consortium

2016 August 22-24, Montréal, Québec, Canada
MOSIM 2016 – 11e Conférence Francophone de Modélisation, Optimisation et Simulation.
L’innovation technologique au service des systèmes: défis et opportunités.
- Member: Scientific Committee

2016 September, Cyprus
The 28th EMSS’16 (The 28th European Modeling & Simulation Symposium)
- Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (ADS)
  Track Chair (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz)

2016 October, Beijing, China
16th Asia Simulation Conference on Modeling and Simulation (AsiaSim 2016)
& 2016 Autumn Simulation Multi-Conference (SCS AutumnSim'16)
  - sponsored jointly by Federation of Asian Simulation Societies (ASIASIM) and the Society for Modeling & Simulation International (SCS).
  - co-sponsored by Chinese Association for System Simulation (CASS),
    Japanese Society for Simulation Technology (JSST),
    Korea Society for Simulation (KSS),
    International Association for Mathematics and Computers in Simulation (IMACS).
- Member of the International Program Committee
  - Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (ADS)
    Track Co-chair (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz, Chair; and Dr. Yu Zhang, Track Co-chair)

2015

2015 April 12-15, Alexandria, VA, USA
ADS’15 - Agent-Directed Simulation Symposium
Part of the 2015 Spring Simulation Multiconference (SpringSim’15)
- Symposium General Co-chair (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz, General Chair)
  (Program Chair: Dr. Gregory Madey;
Program Co-Chairs: Dr. Maarten Sierhuis, Dr. Yu Zhang)

2015 July 21-23, Colmar, Alsace, France
SIMULTECH 2015 – 5th International Conference on Simulation and Modeling Methodologies, Technologies and Applications
• Honorary Program Co-Chair of SIMULTECH 2015
• Member of the Plenary Panel (organized by Prof. Mohammad Obaidat):
  “Advances in Modeling and Simulation of Computer Networks and Systems”
• Chair of a Plenary Session
• Chair of the Closing Session

2015 July 26-29, Chicago, IL
SummerSim’15 - Summer Simulation Multiconference of SCS (SummerSim’15)
• Member: Advisory Committee

2015 July 26-29, Chicago, IL, USA
SCSC 2015 - Summer Computer Simulation Conference 2015
Part of SummerSim’15 - Summer Simulation Multiconference of SCS
• Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (ADS)
  Track General Co-chair (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz, Chair)
  (Program Chair: Dr. Gregory Madey; Program Co-Chairs: Dr. Yu Zhang, Dr. Maarten Sierhuis)
• Track of Sessions on Modeling and Simulation for Intelligent, Adaptive and Autonomous System (MSIAAS’16)
  Member of the Technical Program Committee

2015 September 21-23, Bergeggi, Italy
EMSS 2015 - 27th European Modeling and Simulation Symposium (Simulation in Industry)
(part of the I3M 2015 - The 12th International Mediterranean and Latin American Modelling Multiconference)
• Organizer (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz)
  the Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (ADS)

2015 October 15-17, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
IEMCON 2015 - 6th International Conference and Workshop on Computing and Communication
• Member of the Technical Committee

2015 November 10, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
10 Kasım Atatürk’ü Anma Günü
Türk Kanada Kültür Derneği
• Çağrılı konuşma: Atatürk, Bilimsel Düşünce ve Türkçe (sunu 21 MB)

2015 November 15-20, Barcelona, Spain
Simul 2015 – The 7th International Conference on Advances in System Simulation
• Member of the Technical Committee

2015 December 6-9, Huntington Beach, CA, USA
2015 Winter Simulation Conference (WSC’15)
• PC member – Hybrid Simulation
2014

2014 April 13-16, Tampa, FL, USA  
ADS'14 - Agent-Directed Simulation Symposium  
Part of the 2014 Spring Simulation Multiconference (SpringSim'14)  
Sponsored by SCS - The Society for Modeling and Simulation International  
• Symposium General Co-chair (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz, General Chair)  
  (Program Chair: Dr. Gregory Madey;  
  Program Co-Chairs: Dr. Maarten Sierhuis, Dr. Yu Zhang)

2014 July 6-10, Monterey, CA  
SummerSim'14 - Summer Simulation Multiconference of SCS  
• Member: Advisory Committee

2014 July 6-10, Monterey, CA  
SCSC 2014 - Summer Computer Simulation Conference 2014  
Part of SummerSim'14 - Summer Simulation Multiconference of SCS  
• Co-organizer (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz) of  
  the Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (ADS)

2014 August 28-30, Vienna, Austria  
SIMULTECH 2014 – 4th International Conference on Simulation and Modeling Methodologies,  
Technologies and Applications  
• Honorary Program Chair of SIMULTECH 2014  
• Chair: Doctoral Consortium  
• Member of the Plenary Panel (organized by Prof. Mohammad Obaidat):  
  "Recent Issues and Trends in the Validation and Verification of Simulation Models" (PowerPoint)  
• Article (with Profs. Levent Yilmaz and Nasser Ghasem-Aghae) “A Systematic  
  View of Contribution of Agents to Modeling and Simulation: Past, Present, and  
  Promising Future”

2014 September 10-12, Bordeaux, France  
EMSS 2014 - 26th European Modeling and Simulation Symposium (Simulation in Industry)  
(part of the I3M 2014 - The 11th International Mediterranean and Latin American Modelling  
Multiconference)  
• Member International Program Committee  
• Organizer (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz)  
  the Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (ADS)

2014 September 16-19, Istanbul, Turkey  
WAMS 2014 (Workshop on Applied Modelling and Simulation)  
• Member of the Steering Committee

2014 November 5-7, Nancy, France  
MOSIM 14 – 10th International Conference on Modeling, Optimization & SIMulation  
• Member of the International Program Committee

2013

2013 April 7-10, San Diego, CA, USA  
ADS'13 - Agent-Directed Simulation Symposium  
Part of the 2013 Spring Simulation Multiconference (SpringSim'13)  
Sponsored by SCS - The Society for Modeling and Simulation International  
• Symposium General Co-chair (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz, General Chair)  
  (Program Co-Chairs: Dr. Maarten Sierhuis, Dr. Gregory Madey; Dr. Yu Zhang
2013 May 7-9, Tehran, Iran  
ICCS 2013 - Fifth International Conference of Cognitive Science  
**Presentation** (with Dr. Mohammad Kazemifard) on:  
"Toward Agents with Switchable Emotion Understanding Ability"

2013 June 10, Ankara, Turkey  
METU Student Chapter of the SCS (METU: Middle East Technical University)  
- **Invited** discussion about M&S Profession

2013 June 11-12, Ankara, Turkey  
USMOS 2013 – 5. Ulusal Savunma Uygulamaları Modelleme ve Simülasyon Konferansı  
- **Invited presentation**: "Modelleme ve Benzetimin Sivil ve Askeri Alanlarda Artan Önemi" (In Turkish: Increasing importance of modeling and simulation in civilian and military domains)

2013 July 7-10, Toronto, ON, Canada  
SCSC 2013 - Summer Computer Simulation Conference 2013  
Part of **SummerSim'13** - Summer Simulation Multiconference of SCS  
- **Co-organizer** (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz) of the Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (ADS)

2013 July 29-31, Reykjavik, Iceland  
SIMULTECH 2013 – 3rd International Conference on Simulation and Modeling Methodologies, Technologies and Applications  
- **Honorary Program Co-Chair**  
- **Organizer** and moderator of the opening panel on:  
"Harnessing Complex Systems with Effective Models and Simulation"  
- **Chair**: Doctoral Consortium  
- **Presentation** of the article (with L. Yilmaz and M. Kazemifard) Machine understanding and avoidance of misunderstanding in agent-directed simulation and in emotional intelligence

2013 September 25-27, Athens, Greece  
EMSS 2013- 25th European Modeling and Simulation Symposium (Simulation in Industry)  
(part of the **I3M 2013** (The 10th International Mediterranean and Latin American Modelling Multiconference)  
- **Member**, International Program Committee  
- **Organizer** (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz) of the Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (ADS)

2013 October 11-13, Wuxi, China  
International Top-level Forum on Engineering Science and Technology Development Strategy - Modeling and Simulation of Complex Systems (Participation by invitation only)  
**Organized by:**  
The Chinese Academy of Engineering, Information and Electronic Engineering  
The Chinese Association for System Simulation (CASS)  
Jiangnan University  
**Sponsored by:** the Chinese Academy of Engineering (CAE)  
- **Invited keynote speech**: Comprehensive Coupling Concepts for Simulation of Complex Systems: Possibilities and Advantages with Declarative Models

2013 October 14-18, Beijing, China  
10th Academic Forum for Graduate Students at Beihang University  
- **Invited talk**: Agent-Directed Simulation and Systems Engineering
2013 November 28-29, Ankara, Turkey
  **Bilişim 2013** – 30. Ulusal Bilişim Kurultayı
  • **Member** of the Advisory Committee

2012

2012 March 26-29, Orlando, FL, USA
  **ADS'12** - Agent-Directed Simulation Symposium
  Part of the 2012 Spring Simulation Multiconference (SpringSim'12)
  Sponsored by **SCS** - The Society for Modeling and Simulation International
  • **Symposium General Co-chair** (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz)
    (Program Co-Chairs: Dr. Maarten Sierhuis, Dr. Gregory Madey; Dr. Yu Zhang)

2012 March 26-29, Orlando, FL, USA
  Symposium on Emerging Applications of M&S in Industry and Academia Symposium.
  **General Chairs**: F. Longo, R., Diaz, and T.I. Ören

2012 May 28-30, Niğde, Türkiye
  Niğde Üniversitesi, **"Multidisipliner Etik Kongresi"**
  • **Member**, **Science Committee**

2012 June 6-8, Bordeaux, France
  **MOSIM 2012** - 9th International Conference on Modeling, Optimization and SIMulation
  • **Member**, International Program Committee

2012 July 8-11, Genoa, Italy
  **SCSC 2012** - Summer Computer Simulation Conference 2012
  Part of **SummerSim’12** - Summer Simulation Multiconference of **SCS**
  • **Member**, Program Committee
  • **Organizer** (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz) of the Track of Sessions on **Agent-directed Simulation** (ADS)
    **Co-chairs**: Dr. Gregory Madey, Dr. Maarten Sierhuis, and Dr. Yu Zhang

2012 July 28-31, Rome, Italy
  **SIMULTECH 2012** – 2nd International Conference on Simulation and Modeling Methodologies, Technologies and Applications
  • **Member**, Organization Committee
  • **Chair** of a keynote session
  • **Member** of the Plenary Panel: “Trends and Challenges in Modeling and Simulation”
    (presentation – video presentation)
    organized by Prof. M. Obaidat
  • A **Keynote speaker**: **The Richness of Modeling and Simulation and its Body of Knowledge**
    (presentation)

2012 September 19-21, Vienna, Austria
  **EMSS 2012** - 24th European Modeling and Simulation Symposium (Simulation in Industry)
  (part of the **I3M 2012** (The 9th International Mediterranean and Latin American Modelling Multiconference) (The submission system)
  • **Member**, IPC
  • **Organizer** (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz) of the Track of Sessions on **Agent-directed Simulation** (ADS)

2012 September 19-21, Vienna, Austria
  **DHSS'12** - International Defense and Homeland Security Simulation Workshop
  (part of the I3M 2012 (The 9th International Mediterranean and Latin American Modelling Multiconference)
• **Member, IPC**

**2012 September 29, İstanbul, Turkey**
Diğ Derneği'nin 80. Dil Bayramında
"80. Yıl Onur Ödülü" **kabul konuşması** (Acceptance speech – Honor Award) (In Turkish)

**2012 October 26-28, Shanghai, China**
**Sponsored** by the Federation of Asian Simulation Societies (*ASIASIM*)
• **Co-chair**, International Program Committee

**2012 December 4, Taipei, Taiwan**
• **Member**, Technical Program Committee

**2011**

**2011 March 3-5, Hammamet, Tunisia**
*CCCA’11* - International Conference on Communications, Computing and Control Applications
Technical co-sponsor: IEEE Control Systems Society
• **Honorary Co-Chair**

**2011 April 4-7, Boston, MA, USA**
*ADS’11* - Agent-Directed Simulation Symposium
Part of the 2011 Spring Simulation Multiconference (*SpringSim’11*)
Sponsored by *SCS* - The Society for Modeling and Simulation International
• **Symposium General Co-chair** (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz)
(Program Co-Chairs: Dr. Maarten Sierhuis, Dr. Gregory Madey; Dr. Yu Zhang)

**2011 May 10-12, Tehran, Iran**
*4th ICCS* - International Conference of Cognitive Science
• **Article**: (with Mohammad Kazemifard, Nasser Ghasem-Aghaee, Bryan Koenig):
Toward Effective Emotional Intelligence Simulation: Modeling Understanding Ability for Emotive Agents

**2011 June 1-4, Kusadasi, Turkey**
2nd International Symposium on Computing in Science and Engineering
Faculty of Engineering, Gediz University, Turkey
• **Member**, Science Committee

**2012 June 27-30, The Hague, Netherlands**
*SCSC 2011* - Summer Computer Simulation Conference 2011
Part of *SummerSim'11* - Summer Simulation Multiconference of *SCS*
which is part of *ISMC'11* - 2011 International Simulation Multiconference
• **Member**, International Program Committee
• **Organizer** (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz) of the Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (*ADS*)

**2011 July 29-31, Noordwijkerhout, Netherlands**
*SIMULTECH 2011* - 1st International Conference on Simulation and Modeling Methodologies, Technologies and Applications
• **Member**, International Program Committee

**2011 September 7-15, Beijing, China**
Beijing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics; (aka) Beihang University
School of Automation Science & Electrical Engineering
• Invited professor
• Seminars:
  - Modeling and Simulation: Big Picture and Body of Knowledge
  - Future of Modeling and Simulation: Normative Views, Desirable Growth Areas, and Challenges

2011 September 12-14, Rome, Italy
EMSS 2011 - 23th European Modeling and Simulation Symposium (part of the I3M2011 MultiConference)
• Member, International Program Committee
• Organizer (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz) of the Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation (The submission system)

2011 September 12-14, Rome, Italy
DHSS - International Defense and Homeland Security Simulation Workshop (co-located with the I3M2011 MultiConference)
• Member, International Program Committee

2011 September 16-22, Changsha, China
National University of Defense Technology
System Simulation Lab
• Invited professor
• Seminars:
  - Modeling and Simulation: Big Picture and Body of Knowledge
  - Agents with understanding abilities and ways to avoid misunderstanding
  - Multimodels and multisimulation
  - Future of Modeling and Simulation: Normative Views, Desirable Growth Areas, and Challenges

2011 November 12, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Turkish Canadian Cultural Association
• Invited presentation: Türkçe, Bilimsel Düşünce ve Atatürk (sunu – 3 MB)
  (In Turkish: Turkish, Scientific Thinking and Atatürk)

2010
2010 March 17-18, Washington, DC
• Member, Program Committee

2010 April 8, Norfolk, VA
Old Dominion University, VMASC (Virginia Modeling Analysis and Simulation Center)
Modeling, Simulation & Visualization Student Capstone Conference
• Keynote speaker (at the awards banquet) Simulation and Promising Future (presentation)

2010 April 11-15, Orlando, FL, USA
ADS'10 - Agent-Directed Simulation
Part of the 2010 Spring Simulation Multiconference (SpringSim) (final program)
Sponsored by SCS -The Society for Modeling and Simulation International in collaboration with ACM/SIGSIM
• Symposium General Co-chair (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz)
  (Program Co-Chairs: Dr. Maarten Sierhuis, Dr. Gregory Madey; Dr. Yu Zhang)

2010 May 10-12, Hammamet, Tunisia
MOSIM 2010 - 8ème Conférence Internationale de Modélisation et Simulation
• Member, Science Committee
2010 June 3-5, Kuşadası, Turkey
1st International Symposium on Computing in Science and Engineering (CFP)
Faculty of Engineering, Gediz University, Turkey
• Member, Science Committee
• Invited speaker at the opening plenary session:
  Synergies of Simulation, Agents, and Systems Engineering

2010 July 11-14, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
SCSC 2010 - Summer Computer Simulation Conference 2010
Part of SummerSim'10 - Summer Simulation Multiconference of SCS
which is part of ISMC'10 - 2010 International Simulation Multiconference
• Member, International Program Committee
• Co-organizer (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz) of the Track of Sessions on Agent-directed
  Simulation (ADS)
• Co-organizer (with Mr. Bill Waite) of a workshop on M&S Body of Knowledge
• Co-organizer (with Drs. Agostino Bruzzone, Mike McGinnis, Francesco Longo)
  M&SNet Directors' Meeting (jointly with MISS)

2010 July 23, Athens, Greece
1st International Workshop on Software and Simulation Components- S2C
Hosted by the 5th International Conference on Software and Data Technologies” - ICSoft 2010
• Member, IPC

2010 September 3-20, Marseille, France
LSIS Laboratoire des Sciences de l'information et des Systèmes, Université Paul Cézanne–Aix Marseille 3
• Visiting Professor

2010 September 21-October 8, Savona, Italy
DIPTEM, University of Genoa, Savona, Italy
• Visiting Professor
• Invited talk at SIREN: M&S & Interoperability (on September 27, 2010):
  "Simulation: The Big Picture - A Comprehensive and Integrative View"
• Invited talk at SIREN: M&S for Industrial Plant Engineering (on October 6, 2010):
  "Simulation: The Big Picture - A Comprehensive and Integrative View"

2010 October 13-15, Fes, Morocco
EMSS 2010- 22th European Modeling and Simulation Symposium (within the IMM-7 - The 7th
International Mediterranean and Latin American Modeling Multi-conf.)
• Member, International Program Committee
• Organizer (with Dr. Levent Yilmaz) of the Track of Sessions on Agent-directed Simulation
• Article with Dr. Francesco Longo:
  "Enhancing Quality of Supply Chain Nodes Simulation Studies by Failure Avoidance."

2010 November 3-4, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Joint Workshop on M&S in Systems Engineering for Defence Modernization
The Technical Cooperation Program (TCP) JSA TP4 / SISAIG & JSA TP2
• Invited Plenary Presentation:
  "M&S, Systems Engineering, and Software Agents for Defence Modernization"